ERRATA SHEET  
(November 14, 2008)

for the Document and Appendices Titled:

Climate Change Proposed Scoping Plan  
A Framework for Change  
Pursuant To AB 32  
The California Global Warming Solutions Act Of 2006 (October 2008)

Prepared by the California Air Resources Board for the State of California

As of November 14, the following errata to the Proposed Scoping Plan and its Appendices are corrected below. Additions to the documents below are shown in italics.

CLIMATE CHANGE PROPOSED SCOPING PLAN

1) Page 31, third paragraph

Replace the first bullet with:

• In-state electrical generating facilities that emit over 25,000 metric tons CO₂E per year (anthropogenic emissions only),# including imports not covered by a WCI Partner jurisdiction

Add the following footnote to the first bullet:

# Only anthropogenic emissions are proposed to be covered under the cap.

Replace the second bullet with:

• Large industrial facilities that emit over 25,000 metric tons CO₂E per year (anthropogenic emissions only), including high global warming potential gases

Replace the third bullet with:

• Upstream treatment of industrial fuel combustion at facilities with emissions at or below 25,000 metric tons CO₂E per year (anthropogenic emissions only), and all commercial and residential fuel combustion regulated where the fuel enters into commerce.

[Note that definitions of anthropogenic and biogenic emissions are being added to Appendix B as included below.]
2) **Page 62-63, Section 15. Recycling and Waste**

- Page 62, subheader-replace “composting” with “composting and other beneficial uses of organic materials”
- Page 62, paragraph 1, line 8 – replace “compost” with “composting and organic materials industry”
- Page 62, paragraph 4, line 8 – replace “compost to benefit soils” with “organic materials to produce compost to benefit soils and to produce biofuels and energy”
- Page 63, Table 20 – replace “Compost” with “Organics Products”

3) **Page 65, last paragraph, first sentence**

Delete:
“Table 21”

Replace with:
“Table 22”

4) **Page 69, second paragraph, second sentence**

Delete:
“local government operations”

5) **Page 102**

Delete footnotes 75 and 76

Replace with:

APPENDIX B

6) Page B-12

Add:

**Anthropogenic:** Emissions resulting directly from human activities, such as the combustion of fossil fuels in transportation and industrial activities, as well as process emissions from industrial activities. They may also include emissions that result from human influence on natural processes and processes subject to human control.

**Biogenic:** Emissions that are produced through natural processes. Biogenic CO₂ emissions, for example, result from the oxidation (e.g., combustion) of biologically-derived carbon of recent origin. Biogenic emissions are not necessarily carbon-neutral.

APPENDIX C

7) Page C-15, second paragraph

Replace first bullet with:

- *In-state electrical generating facilities that emit over 25,000 metric tons CO₂E per year (anthropogenic emissions only), including imports not covered by a WCI Partner jurisdiction*

Replace second bullet with:

- *Large industrial sources above 25,000 metric tons CO₂E per year (anthropogenic emissions only), including industrial process emissions of high global warming potential gases* ⁷

Replace third bullet with:

- *Upstream treatment of industrial fuel combustion at facilities with emissions at or below 25,000 metric tons CO₂E per year (anthropogenic emissions only), and all commercial and residential fuel combustion* ⁸

Replace fourth bullet with:

- *Upstream treatment of transportation fuels regulated where the fuel enters into commerce.*
Proposed Scoping Plan Errata

8) Page C-98, third paragraph

First sentence
Delete:
“Draft Scoping Plan”
Replace with:
“Proposed Scoping Plan”

Third sentence
Delete:
“Draft Scoping Plan”
Replace with:
“Proposed Scoping Plan”

9) Section 9, pages C-158 through C-163

- Page C-158, (RW-3) – replace “Composting” with “Composting and Other Organics Products”
- Page C-159, paragraph 2, line 4 – replace “compost” with “compost and other non-ADC beneficial uses of organic materials”
- Page C-159, paragraph 3, line 3 – replace “compost” with “compost and other organics products”
- Page C-161, Section title – replace “Composting” with “Composting and Other Organics Products”
- Page C-161, paragraph 1 under “Composting” section – replace “compost” with “compost, mulch, and biofuels/energy”
- Page C-162, paragraph 1, line 3 – replace “compost” with “compost and other beneficial uses”
- Page C-163, Table 29 – replace “Compost” with “Composting and Other Organics Products”

10) Page C-163, Table 29, Proposed Lead Agency Column

Delete:
“& DGS” from the measure “Extended Producer Responsibility” in row 4
Delete:
“CIWMB &” from the measure “Environmentally Preferable Purchasing” in row 5

APPENDIX D

There was a formatting problem with Appendix D (Western Climate Initiative Design Recommendations) and the table numbers are incorrect. For a correct version please go to the WCI website at:
http://www.westernclimateinitiative.org/

Please note the WCI correction for Table B-10 on the WCI website at the above URL.
APPENDIX G

11) Page G-I-6

Table G-I-2, Row T-6 (Goods Movement Efficiency Measures)

Replace “0” (zero) in Costs and Savings columns with “TBD.” Also, footnote “1” does not apply to this Measure T-6 in Table G-I-2.